


MISSION STATEMENT
Our mission is to provide Penis art loving degenerates with the 
opportunity to own high quality wiener NFT’s. We choose to make 
fun of much of the NFT hype that we have seen and grown to love 
over the past few years, whilst also showing people that it’s possible 
to make unique one of kind digital artworks, made with thought and 
love.

We aim to create a community that can effectively command the 
strategic direction of our project. We’ll use a DAO, alongside some 
other cool sounding tech words, to experiment with how an art
project can work effectively and in a sustainable way, without 
relying on a central entity or person.

Oh, and did we mention that we will work with various Men’s health 
charities during our project’s life, in order to ensure that we give 
something back to all the proud Penis holders of the human race? 
Cool right!

Basically, this is meant to be fun. So if you’re boring and think cocks 
are immature, best you stop reading now, as it’s only going to get 
worse…



SMOL TEAM
Who are we? Well that’s a great question. Yes these are 
pseudonyms and yes we know anonymous teams are 
so 2021, but if we were to publicly associate ourselves 
with this project it would impact our IRL commitments.

What we really are is a collective of builders, 
entrepreneurs, hodlers, degens, strategists and 
community experts brought together over a shared 
common goal. To poke fun at the state of the NFT 
world and celebrity cash grabs whilst raising money 
for a cause close to our hearts... and genitals.

We are your Smol Team.
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OFFERING
SMOL MEMBER 
The most humble and numerous of all Smol Peners. They are the 
foundation upon which our community is built. Many in number 
but still so few to own. All wonderful shapes and sizes to fit the 
needs of any and all penis art enthusiasts.

MAGNIFICENT MEMBER 
More complex and diverse than a Smol Member. They are special 
and rare. Aesthetically beautiful dongs and a privilege to own. 
Their backgrounds create emotions of such depth that only the
great artists of old were capable of evoking.

GOLD MEMBER 
The pinnacle of Pener, the upper echelons of phallic based art. 
Nothing quite like a lick of gold to turn the humble pener into 
something as rare and unique as a Rembrandt. Only the few 
may ever hold these glorious little peckers, maybe you’ll be 
lucky enough to own one too.

We will offer 333 Smol Pener artworks for our genesis season 
‘THE BIRTH OF THE GIRTH’. The Smol Team will hold back 21 
Smol Peners from the mint for marketing material, competition 
giveaways and rewards for those who helped us get to this stage.

MINT PRICE 
0.333 Eth

ONLY 333 
SUPPLY



SMOL MEMBER MAGNIFICENT MEMBER

TOTAL PENERS - 333

GOLD MEMBER

15

284 34



BLOCKCHAIN
We’ll use the Ethereum network to launch our Smol Pener NFT’s on.

We know it isn’t perfect, but it works and we like it.

Anyway, Vitalik clearly has a Smol Pener, which also gives us 
confidence that Ethereum is the right choice.

We assume you guys already know about how blockchains are 
used to validate and secure your NFT and guarantee authenticity 
and provenance. So we won’t bother going into detail. Also it’s 
complicated so we will most likely explain it all wrong anyway.



CHARITY
This is a fun part of the project. We like charities, they do good things.

Men’s health is important to the Smol Team, because without happy  
men we don’t have happy Peners. But also without happy Peners  
we cannot have happy men. Also let’s be honest most women like 
happy Peners too, so everyone wins.

So, we plan on not being greedy assholes like some other NFT 
projects (yes we are talking about you Pixelmon you little buttholes) 
and offer a portion of the money we raise from the mint to a Men’s 
health charity, voted by you our Smol Pener owners community.

Future sales of Smol Peners will incur a small curator fee from 
secondary sales, which again will be split with a Men’s health  
charity chosen by the community. So that even when the minting  
has finished we can still ensure that Smol Peners will always be able 
to raise money for charities. Forever and ever.... kind of like herpes.

We have 10% of all mint Eth raised going directly to charity.

We have a 2.5% ongoing curator fee that goes directly to charity



COMMUNITY
This project is going to be very much a community driven project. 
We aim to offer strategic direction of the project over to the 
community (assisted by the Smol Team) so that we can explore  
if it’s actually possible to effectively create an art project that isn’t 
controlled by a central entity/person.

All owners of a Smol Pener will have the ability to vote (One vote 
per Pener) for their favourite options presented by the Smol Team 
and guide us on how you want the project to work. The Smol Team 
will offer lots of different options, but you will be the ones that  
decide what the Smol Team does next.

Much of this will be discussed in our super exclusive private chat 
server, THE GLORY HOLE PRIVATE ALPHA GROUP. A place where 
only current owners of a Smol Pener will be allowed access. And 
just like the glory holes that your Daddy used to visit after a long 
day in the office, you need to have a Smol Pener to enjoy it, them 
be the rules.



BENEFITS
So, what do you get for your hard earned Eth? Well, obviously you’ll 
get a super awesome solicited cartoon dick pic NFT to do with as 
you please. Phone background? Twitter PFP? Birthday gift for your 
weirdly attractive older step sister that you know you shouldn’t fancy 
but also kind of fancy? All perfectly acceptable use cases.

But there’s more. You get access to THE GLORY HOLE PRIVATE 
ALPHA GROUP. You also get the ability to vote (one vote per Pener) 
with our DAO and be part of steering the strategic direction of the 
Smol Pener Project. You’ll get drops, competitions, games and a 
bunch more surprises that we have planned. Also somehow web3  
will be involved but we don’t really understand what that is yet,  
but be sure there will be many Smol Peners in the web3 thing.

But wait there’s even more… We want your Smol Peners to do more 
than just look pretty in a frame besides your bed, watching over you 
as you disappoint your partner sexually after a big night on the beers. 
We plan on using the Smol Peners for art exhibits in the real world 
(yes degenerates, some people still like seeing art that’s not on a 
computer screen). We’ll aim to commercialise your Peners and share 
any revenue generated with the Pener holders. We’ll discuss this in 
more detail further down the track.



CHALLENGES & RISKS
Your Smol Team cares about our Smol Peners and their owners. 
So it would be irresponsible for us to not mention there are risks to 
owning an NFT.

Firstly, there is a growing movement of little shits that are trying to 
steal NFT’s using the ‘right click, save as’ method. Now obviously 
these people have big Peners and are inherently terrible people, 
but they can never truly steal your Smol Pener, because of the 
blockchain. It doesn’t mean they won’t try though.

Secondly, there’s price. The Smol Team would love nothing more  
than to have the ability to make the floor price of Smol Peners  
moon to 100 eth. But we sadly have yet to learn such power.  
We can however do our best to make sure we use some of the  
Eth raisedto build awareness of Smol Peners.

However, at the end of the day the community are the ones that 
have to be strong and not make bad trading decisions by selling 
their Smol Peners for low prices. If we all grasp our Peners firmly in 
our hands for a long time, more and more people will want to hold 
our Peners too, and hopefully the price goes up. But also maybe the 
price goes down? We obviously hope this doesn’t happen as it will 
make us all very sad.



MARKET
Interest in NFT’s have grown insanely fast over 
the past few years. Also prices of NFT’s and NFT 
trading platforms have also grown massively. 
Here are two graphs we lazily googled.

The Smol Team thinks that as long as the wider crypto 
market stays stable or rises then interest in NFT’s will 
remain. If Bitcoin and the wider crypto markets tank into 
a horrible bear market, then we are all fucked anyway 
and will be back working at McDonald’s, so who cares.



ROAD MAP

2022 Q1
SMOL PENERS SEASON 1
LAUNCH ‘BIRTH OF THE GIRTH’
(333 TOTAL)

• Glory Hole Private Alpha Group Launch
• Pener DAO Launch
•   Charity vote and Announcement

2022 Q3

• Exclusive Smol Pener Merchandise
• ‘Backgrounds’ Launch
•   Smol Peners’ Big Raffle
• Website and Branding Update

2022 Q2

• Mystery Airdrop
• Smol Pener IRL Art Exhibit

2022 Q4
SMOL PENERS SEASON 2 ‘THE 
SECOND CUMMING’ LAUNCH 

• 1/1 Custom Pener Merchandise
• Glory Hole Dinner and Charity event in London
• Pener Season 2 Art Exhibition
• Charity Donation



ROAD MAP

•  Phat Peners’ Launch

• Launch of ‘Historic Pener Collection

• Pener DAO takes strategic control

• Smol Peners’ Big Adventure Launch

• Penerverse Development

• Backgrounds Season 2

• Glory Hole Dinners 
 and Charity Events

• New Pener Art Exhibits

• More to come all voted by the   
 community

BEYOND
SP2023



CONCLUSION
Buy our lovable dicks, we think they are so fucking awesome and we 
hope you will think they are awesome too. We look forward to having 
you part of our community.

Smol Team



EMAIL: admin@smolpeners.com  

DISCORD: https://discord.gg/XK7zEW32               INSTAGRAM: smolpeners               TWITTER: smol_peners

www.smolpeners.com


